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There are over 165 studies that have focused on Thimerosal, an organic-mercury (Hg) based compound, used as a preservative in
many childhood vaccines, and found it to be harmful. Of these, 16 were conducted to specifically examine the effects of Thimerosal
on human infants or children with reported outcomes of death; acrodynia; poisoning; allergic reaction; malformations; autoimmune reaction; Well’s syndrome; developmental delay; and neurodevelopmental disorders, including tics, speech delay, language
delay, attention deficit disorder, and autism. In contrast, the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention states that
Thimerosal is safe and there is “no relationship between [T]himerosal[-]containing vaccines and autism rates in children.” This
is puzzling because, in a study conducted directly by CDC epidemiologists, a 7.6-fold increased risk of autism from exposure to
Thimerosal during infancy was found. The CDC’s current stance that Thimerosal is safe and that there is no relationship between
Thimerosal and autism is based on six specific published epidemiological studies coauthored and sponsored by the CDC. The
purpose of this review is to examine these six publications and analyze possible reasons why their published outcomes are so
different from the results of investigations by multiple independent research groups over the past 75+ years.

1. Introduction
Thimerosal is an organic-mercury (Hg) based compound,
used as a preservative in many childhood vaccines, in the
past and present. To date, there have been over 165 studies
that focused on Thimerosal and found it to be harmful
[1, 2]. (A comprehensive list of these studies is shown
at
http://mercury-freedrugs.org/docs/20140329 Kern JK
ExcelFile TM sHarm ReferenceList v33.xlsx.) Of these studies, 16 were conducted to specifically examine the effects of
Thimerosal on human infants and/or children [3–18]. Within
these studies, which focused on human infants and/or
children, the reported outcomes following Thimerosal
exposure were (1) death [3]; (2) acrodynia [4]; (3) poisoning
[5]; (4) allergic reaction [6]; (5) malformations [7]; (6)

autoimmune reaction [8]; (7) Well’s syndrome [9]; (8)
developmental delay [10–13]; and (9) neurodevelopmental
disorders, including tics, speech delay, language delay,
attention deficit disorder, and autism [10, 11, 14–18].
However, the United States (US) Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) still insists that there is
“no relationship between [T]himerosal[-]containing vaccines
and autism rates in children” [19]. This is a puzzling conclusion because, in a study conducted directly by the CDC,
epidemiologists assessed the risk for neurologic and renal
impairment associated with past exposure to Thimerosalcontaining vaccine (TCV) using automated data from the
Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD) and found a 7.6-fold increased
risk of autism from exposure to Thimerosal during infancy
[20]. The database for that study was “from four health

